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1  COMPACT

SENSATIONAL  ENTERTAINMENT  FOR  ALL  OCCASSIONS

Looking for something different to delight your staff, customers, sponsors or special
guests? DeepBlue sounds like an orchestra, acts like a band, feels like a movie.
Featuring lush strings, electronics and dance, the performers’ exquisite playing,
precision moves and circus stunts are guaranteed to enthral audiences.

DeepBlue has a dynamic range of corporate packages to suit the needs of your next
event, with a fully customisable set up - from small, impactful performance to roving
pre-show entertainment, or a spectacular full DeepBlue show. DeepBlue will create
a unique experience for your event which will leave your guests talking. 

DeepBlue’s Compact show involves a small group of portable and dynamic
DeepBlue string performers. This package is designed to be customised to suit your
event and can be informal or roving and  unplugged or compact amplified show.
Music can include traditional classical, contemporary or popular DeepBlue tunes. If
amplified, we also provide our sound technician.

DEEPBLUE EVENTS PACKAGES

INCLUDES: Essential DeepBlue performers
and sound technician 

RECOMMENDED FOR: Light or background
entertainment, roving through audience, or
parties,  weddings and small venues

TECH: Can be performed acoustic or
amplified & wireless 

PRICE GUIDE: $1,800 - $3,500

DETAILS



DeepBlue Impact is a show-stopping feature performance which can be worked into
your event, awards ceremony or party! This package includes DeepBlue's essential
string and electronic musicians with additional tricks and stunts performers. 
The performers’ exquisite playing, spontaneous energy, precision moves 
and circus antics delight audiences, young and old. 

2  IMPACT

DETAILS
INCLUDES:  DeepBlue performers, tricks and stunts
performers and sound technician 

RECOMMENDED FOR: Staged feature performance 

TECH: Amplified and wireless performers

PRICE GUIDE: $5,000 - $7,000

3  SPECTACULAR
DeepBlue Spectacular is a high-energy show in which 
DeepBlue pull out all the stops to create a full evening of 
entertainment! This performance features a full DeepBlue troupe of 
string and electronic musicians with exciting tricks and stunts. We will also 
take care of your pre- or post-show entertainment with a DeepBlue roving 
group to welcome guests and/or DJ to close out the night!   

DETAILS
DeepBlue performers
Tricks and stunts performers
Roving or background pre-show entertainment
DJ or post-show entertainment
Sound technician 

INCLUDES:  

RECOMMENDED FOR: Full evening entertainment,
collaborative or tailored content 

TECH: Amplified and wireless performers

PRICE GUIDE: $8,500 +  



We can tailor a performance to suit your event and venue by activating spaces with roving
performances or creating a spectacular, high-production show with the edition of lighting
and visuals! Check out our options below and get in touch for further details and specific
pricing for your needs.

DEEPBLUE PRE-SHOW OR
POST-SHOW PERFORMERS

4  ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

Bring some fun and pizazz to the moments
that need it with a pre-show DeepBlue strings
duo, trio or quartet. Members of DeepBlue can
play lush tunes and cult favourites as guests
arrive to an event, during intermissions or
breaks or to activate another space in larger
venues.  Playing acoustically, the musicians are
able to rove around the space and interact
with guests. There will never be a dull moment! 

DETAILS
INCLUDES:  DeepBlue performers, 
tricks and stunts performers and 
sound technician 

RECOMMENDED FOR: Roving
entertainment or background music 

TECH: Can be performed acoustic or
amplified / wireless 

PRICE GUIDE: $300 - $1,000



LIGHTING DESIGN
Tailored lighting design can bring a performance to the next
level! We can work with a venue's existing lighting rig to
program a high-impact lighting design which brings colour and
movement to the show. 

"… For decades, influential musicians have
espoused threadbare rhetoric about

eroding barriers between the audience and
staged performers, composers and
instrumentalists, music and dance,

classical and popular music, but 
I've never seen an example that blitzes
quite so many borders, often guarded 

by strict passport controls,
 in one show… 

The energy, pizzazz, carefully 
brokered informality and 

dare-to-enjoy-yourself 
attitude pays off." 

 
 Nerida Dickinson

 artsHub

DETAILS

VISUALS / LIVE FEED

DETAILS

Video visuals can be projected onto surfaces or screens
behind DeepBlue to heighten the performance. Visuals 
can be tailored to suit a theme or event. Live feed
visuals highlight the 'wow' moments of the show and
provide multi-angle vision. A live feed is perfect for large
venues so that all guests can view the performance. 

INCLUDES: Maximum impact lighting to compliment
performance and lighting technician 

RECOMMENDED FOR: DeepBlue Spectacular
package 

TECH: Requires venue with lighting rig and desk

PRICE GUIDE: $200 +

INCLUDES: Video or live feed visuals and technician 

RECOMMENDED FOR: DeepBlue Impact or
Spectacular package 

OPTIONAL: Technician can upload and edit live
footage and sound for an additional fee. 

TECH: Dependant on venue. Please contact for
further information on tech requirements. 

PRICE GUIDE: $500 + CONTACT BOOKINGS@DEEPBLUE.NET.AU


